Job Posting | Summer Staff
304 IAWAH Rd RR2 Godfrey ON K0H 1T0
Phone: 613-273-5621 ex. 107
Email: camping@iawah.com

Worship Lead/Program Assist
Prerequisites:
The ability to organize resources and supplies as well as the ability to delegate tasks and give direction
are all necessary skills.The ability to play an instrument as well as lead, help and mentor other musicians
are also necessary skills. Past experience in a similar role or extensive experience in camping ministry
are considered an asset.

Overview:
Each week the worship leaders works with the speaker to identify songs as well as create a set list for
that week. They will also need to create a roster/schedule for the musicians to follow. Within the week
the worship leaders will lead practise with the band and lead the children in a time of worship. This
individual will also aid the program director to work within the context of a weekly theme to create a
camp session that is memorable, fun-filled and bursting with energy and excitement. In addition to
planning and executing evening games, the Program Directors are responsible for the day’s events.

Expectations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lead the children in a daily time of worship.
Mentor and lead the staff who want to be apart of the worship team.
Twice a week work with the staff pastor to create a night of worship for the staff.
Aid with the closing ceremony at the end of the camp session.
Maintain the sound and music equipment as well as the music filing.
Aid the Program Director in their duties of running an exciting camp program throughout the day
as well as help in the general running of the daily schedule.
7. Assist in other areas where needed.
In addition to the above expectations, the successful candidate will contribute positively to an
environment where we seek to encourage, build up and humbly challenge one another to continually
grow. As a leader, they will demonstrate discernment and maturity helping to perpetuate safety,
efficiency and fun as we strive to create a place for campers as well as staff from many different walks of
life to be able to open up and experience freedom in a life with Christ.
All staff are required to sign IAWAH’s Statement of Faith, Lifestyle Agreement and Commitment to team.
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